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Description:

i think in spanishi write in englishi want to go back to puerto rico,but i wonder if my kink could livein ponce, mayagüez and carolinatengo las venas
aculturadasescribo en spanglishabraham in español--from My Graduation Speech, by Tato LavieraA new collection of bilingual poems from the
bestselling editor of Cool SalsaTen years after the publication of the acclaimed Cool Salsa, editor Lori Marie Carlson has brought together a
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stunning variety of Latino poets for a long-awaited follow-up. Established and familiar names are joined by many new young voices, and Pulitzer
Prize-winning novelist Oscar Hijuelos has written the Introduction.The poets collected here illuminate the difficulty of straddling cultures, languages,
and identities. They celebrate food, family, love, and triumph. In English, Spanish, and poetic jumbles of both, they tell us who they are, where they
are, and what their hopes are for the future.

Red Hot Salsa: Bilingual Poems on Being Young and Latino in the United States by Lori Marie Carlson. Red Hot salsa was such an amazing
selection of poems that really delved into what it was like for a young adult to develop their identity.are still trying to develop their identity. This can
be an extremely frustrating process for children. The process of growing up can be even more difficult if you are apart of two different cultures, not
just one. Red Hot Salsa is a book of collected bilingual poems written from the perspective of the Hispanic youth living in the United States. The
book was edited by Lori Marie Carlson and the introduction was written by Oscar Hijuelos. The book has the poems in English first, and then in
Spanish. There is no rhyming pattern to the poems. The book is split up into 4 different categories: language identity, neighborhoods, Amor, family
moments/memories, and victory. The authors of these poems spend their time writing about their hopes, dreams, family, foods, and Spanish
Culture. In other words, they talk about how they live in the United States and how difficult it is for them to fit in because of the two different
cultures that they are from.This book of poems would be a great read for anyone who has trouble dealing with identifying who they are and where
they belong . It has wonderful poems about how to overcome that fear with pride and dignity. It is also a great book to learn how to overcome
cultural expectations and be true to yourself. I would put Red Hot Salsa as being between grades 7 and up.
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